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Abstract. This paper addresses the issue of students’ discursive abilities advancement 

by means of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT). The authors examine the 

idea of discourse, characterize the structure of the communicative competence, and create a 

classification of verbose abilities, which can be created by the utilizing of present day data and 

communication advances. One of the overwhelming issues within the field of advanced dialect 

instruction is the optimization of the learning handle. 
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Introduction 

It is evident that the more systematic arrangements offered, the more productive the look 

for other ways of foreign dialect learning and teaching. Researchers have famous, firstly, a 

reinforcing of the communicative introduction of the instructive handle, which implies more 

than information of a remote dialect - phonetics, linguistic use and lexicon, but too the capacity 

to utilize the dialect in genuine communication circumstances in understanding with its rules 

and, besides, the spread of advanced data and communication advances (ICT) in instructional 

method, contributing to learning heightened and individualization. 

 

Methodology 

“Discourse” and “discourse competence” are key concepts in this paper. In any case, 

researchers have not come to an understanding on the definitions of these terms. Within the 

center of the twentieth century talk was characterized as a grouping of related sentences or 

discourse acts, and, in this elucidation, the idea of talk was considered near to the idea of “text”. 

But by the conclusion of the twentieth century the term “discourse” was considered as a 

complex of communicative marvel as a framework of information, which, in expansion to 

content, incorporates a few extralinguistic variables essential for a full understanding of the 

content: information of the world, states of mind, suppositions, objectives, etc (Popova, 2011). 

Hence, talk isn't seen exclusively from the point of view of sentence structure and semantics. 

There are so numerous diverse definitions of talk within the advanced writing in which analysts 

attempted to reflect communicative introduction and structure of the concept. 

For case, Arutyunova characterizes talk as a coherent content, coupled with extra-

linguistic, socio-cultural, mental and other down to earth viewpoints of the dialect 

(Arutyunova, 1990). In his definitions of talk, Karasik notes that typically a content drenched 

within the circumstance of communication, in which “many dimensions” are allowable, as well 

as a huge number of complementary approaches to the ponder, counting pragmalinguistic, 

structural-linguistic, psycholinguistic, sociolinguistic and linguocultural approaches (Karasik, 

2000). Analysis of these definitions appears that most language specialists characterize talk as 

other than a result of communication, and as a legitimate verbal behavior, the method of 

actualization of the author's discourse eagerly and the translation of these eagerly by the 

recipient/recipients in a specific communicative circumstance, and the result of this prepare is 

the content. In this manner it can be contended that each talk may be a content, but not each 

content can be a discourse.  
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Hence, from the beneficial side of communication (the author’s position), talk is caught 

on as the method of encoding data in agreement with lexical, syntactic and syntactical rules, 

taking into consideration the elaborate, class, social, social, mental and passionate variables, 

with the utilize of cohesion and coherence in arrange to realize a communicative objective - to 

communicate data to the beneficiary. From the open side of communication (the recipient’s 

position), talk is the method of interpreting data in agreement with lexical, syntactic and 

grammatical rules, taking into consideration the complex, sort, social, social, mental and 

passionate variables, with the utilize of cohesion and coherence in arrange to realize a 

communicative objective - to induce data from the creator (Evstigneeva, 2013). 

By discursive competence of understudies it is fundamental to get it a set of particular 

information and aptitudes that are required for understudies to memorize remote dialects in 

arrange to be able to encode and translate data employing a outside dialect in understanding 

with its lexical, syntactic and linguistic rules, taking into consideration the complex, class, 

socio-cultural, psychological and enthusiastic components, with the utilize of cohesion and 

coherence in arrange to attain communicative goals. According to it, verbose aptitudes of 

understudies are characterized as the capacity to encode and interpret data employing a remote 

dialect in agreement with its lexical, linguistic and syntactical rules, taking under consideration 

the elaborate, class, social, social, mental and passionate components, with the utilize of 

cohesion and coherence to realize communicative objectives (Almazova, 2003). 

 

Nomenclature of Discursive Skills Developed on the Basis of Modern ICT 
The methodological potential of cutting edge ICT in remote dialect learning is boundless. 

The advancement of completely modern strategies of remote dialect instructing with the utilize 

of present day ICT permits one to audit such forms as getting data, its preparing and encourage 

utilize, taking under consideration person characteristics, information and students’ aptitudes. 

The utilize of ICT as a pedagogical device permits one to urge a quality instruction at a lower 

fetched of time and exertion by instructors and understudies (Shchukin, 2004). Analysis of 

present day prerequisites recognizes in State Instructive Standard , appears that on the premise 

of cutting edge ICT the taking after rambling abilities can be created: 1) the skill to utilize a 

outside language’s lexical assets in arrange to form an oral and composed content; 2) the 

aptitude to utilize elaborate and class assets in arrange to form outside dialect verbal and 

composed content; 3) the aptitude to organize a grouping of articulations in a outside dialect 

so that they speak to a coherent verbal and composed content; 4) the ability to construct 

consistent explanations in a outside dialect; 5) the expertise to define and express a point of see 

by implies of a outside dialect; 6) the expertise to portray and clarify realities by implies of a 

remote dialect; 7) the aptitude to arrange content in a outside dialect; 8) the ability to supply 

thought processes and objectives of communication in a outside dialect; 9) the expertise to 

construct communicative behavior agreeing to the most topic of communication; 10) the 

expertise to construct verbal behavior enough to the socio-cultural specifics of the target dialect 

nation; 11) the ability to characterize the scope of the communicative circumstance; 12) the 

aptitude to foresee the course of the communicative circumstance; 13) the ability to utilize the 

lexical assets of a remote dialect to decipher verbal and composed content; 14) the aptitude to 

foresee the semantic substance of an verbal or composed content; 15) the ability to distinguish 

the subject and the issue within the content in a outside dialect; 16) the expertise to analyze 

content and translate it in terms of apparent and covered up, essential and auxiliary data 

(Evstigneeva, 2013).  
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Conclusion 

The think about appears that cutting edge ICT significantly extends instructive openings. 

Such present day advances as blogs, wiki, podcasts, mail and web-forum can contribute to the 

improvement of outside dialect learners’ talk skills. 
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